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Article Body:
<p>Everything changes when you trade in your desktop for a laptop and your office for a hotel
<p>Sometimes this is for the better: You’re liberated from your cubicle and free to go where y
<p>But sometimes things change for the worse. Productivity suffers when you’re in an unfamilia
<p>Here are four technology "must-haves" for the mobile office, plus some tools that can boost

¯ <b>The Right Software </b>
<p>It isn’t just downloading the necessary applications onto your laptop or PDA, it’s also kno
<p>These considerations can become big issues when you’re travelling. That’s something Tab Sto
<p><b>The latest: </b> Contact-management software programs let you integrate data with your P

<p><b>What’s next? </b> Look for more integration between applications for wireless users. Con
¯<b> The Right Hardware </b>
<p>I’m not talking about owning the newest laptop computer. I’m talking about hardware that’s
<p><b>The latest: </b> Some hardware manufacturers are meeting the demand for traveller-friend
<p><b>What’s next? </b> As the convergence between cell phones, PCs and PDAs continues, it wou

¯ <b>The Right Connections </b>
<p>Connections are everything to the mobile office. </p>
<p>Remember Stone, the doctor without email? He eventually accessed his messages through an un
<p>It isn’t just internet connections that matter, but also hooking up to other devices such a
<p><b>The latest: </b> According to a recent AT&amp;T study, the top barrier to working from a
<p><b>What’s next? </b> It won’t be long before Wi-Fi is as ubiquitous as cellular coverage an

¯<b> The Right Web Applications </b>
<p>Web-based applications are so important to the mobile office that I’ve decided to give them
<p>My ISP offers a rudimentary application that lets me check my email from the web. I can’t r
<p><b>The latest: </b> One of the most innovative Web applications is GoToMyPC , which lets yo
<p><b>What’s next? </b> Expect these applications to become cheaper, more reliable and even mo
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